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INTRODUCTION
In the Endless Steppe to the east of the kingdom of Highvale, barbarian tribes meet
in countless number. At the center of their vast encampment, a selection of
champions are honored with a great feast, for upon first light, they will stand in the
Iron Circus and, testing their mettle before the war god, Xaot, only one will leave
that hallowed circle to lead his holy horde to victory....

CHARACTER CREATION
The following system is for creating a character for use with this scenario. You may
choose to use this system outside of this module with your GM's permission.

GENERATE VALUES
Skills: The first step when designing your character for this module is to generate
their skill values and Personality traits. Shuffle your deck and get to drawing. When
drawing for skills, Aces count as 1s and numbered cards (2-9) count as the value
listed. When you draw such a card, apply the value to the topmost skill that has yet to
be generated (ignoring Arcane, because... barbarians). (So, for example, if for your
first draw, you draw a 7 of spades, your character has 7 ranks in Aerobics- the first
skill on the list.) If you draw a 10-King, discard the card and keep drawing. (You
should designate the first suit drawn as your Strong Suit.)
Personality: After skills are generated, shuffle your deck and draw for personality
scores, starting with Openness and ending with Neuroticism. When drawing for
personality, treat Aces as 1s and numbered cards (2-10) as the listed values,
discarding any Jacks-Kings that are drawn.
Traits: After you have tallied your skill and personality values, shuffle your deck
again and draw 10 more cards, conferring with the table below for each draw to
determine the characters additional traits and backgrounds. (Note that, unless a result
says otherwise, a human character has a maximum of 9 for skills and 10 for
personality, and a minimum of 1 for each, regardless of modifiers that would take
that value above or below.)
Each of the player characters in this scenario are accomplished warriors, so, keeping
that in mind, after you have drawn your traits and values, you may swap up to three
values around. The most important skills to a warrior will be Athletics and Melee.
Aerobics, Detect, Intuition, and Throwing may also come in handy but, at least
within the Iron Circus, everything else is just flavor. Regardless, such flavor will
make a character all the more memorable, even if they meet a grisly end come
morning, and events of the night before the ceremony may ultimately reward
barbarians with varied skills in unexpected ways.
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CARD

TRAITS

CARD

TRAITS

2 of Spades

Acrobat

8 of Diamonds

Shy

2 of Hearts

Attractive

8 of Clubs

Sidestep

2 of Diamonds

Brute

9 of Spades

Spring Heel

2 of Clubs

Bully

9 of Hearts

Stealthy

3 of Spades

Colorblind

9 of Diamonds

3 of Hearts

Counterstrike

9 of Clubs

3 of Diamonds

Duelist

10 of Spades

Old War Wound: Aerobics -1, Athletics
-1, Presence +2 (A -1, N +1)

3 of Clubs

Exceptional Hearing

10 of Hearts

Returning Champion: Presence +1,
Mark of the Destroyer trait (E +1)

4 of Spades

Expert Climber

10 of Diamonds

4 of Hearts

Fitness Buff

10 of Clubs

4 of Diamonds

Fluency

Jack of Spades

Lowborn Hero: Melee -1, Domestics
+1, Presence +1, Wild Swing trait

4 of Clubs

Hard of Hearing

Jack of Hearts

Pit Champion: Melee +1, Presence +1,
Close Quarters Specialist trait

5 of Spades

Healthy

Jack of Diamonds

Berserker: Detect -1, Presence +1,
Rage trait (C -1, A -1, N +1)

5 of Hearts

Husky

Jack of Clubs

Hunter: Aerobics +1, Throwing +1,
Wordplay -1, Spear Hunter trait

5 of Diamonds

Innovative

Queen of Spades

Bitter Rivalry: (gain the Enmity trait,
selecting one of the other champions)

5 of Clubs

Iron Will

Queen of Hearts

Arena Champion: Ballistics -1, Melee
+1, Gladiator trait (C +1, E +1)

6 of Spades

Keen Eyesight

Queen of Diamonds

Hordesman: Melee +1, Arcing Strike
and Crowd Fighter traits

6 of Hearts

Martial Artist

Queen of Clubs

Disciple of Xaot: Academics +1,
Scholarly Focus trait (Theology)

6 of Diamonds

Musclebound

King of Spades

War Chieftain: Intuition +1, Presence
+1, Masterful Command trait

6 of Clubs

Mute

King of Hearts

Barbarian Nobility: Presence +1,
Wordplay +1, Nobility trait

7 of Spades

Nobody's Fool

King of Diamonds

Strong Swimmer
Outlander: Academics +1, Survival -1
(O +1, C +1)

Disgraced: Wordplay -1, Mark of the
Defeated trait (E -2, A-2, N+2)
Steppe Child: Survival +1, Expert
Rider trait (E -1, N -1)

Last of your Tribe: Presence/Survival
+1, Lone Wolf trait, (E -1, A -1)

7 of Hearts

Poor Eyesight

King of Clubs

Swift

7 of Diamonds

Power Lifter

Ace of Spades

Unattractive

7 of Clubs

Resilient

Ace of Hearts

Uncivilized

8 of Spades

Ripped

Ace of Diamonds

Tough

8 of Hearts

Scholarly Focus

Ace of Clubs

War Dancer

ENMITY (ANY)
Select another individual when you choose this trait. You despise this person, and
receive a -6 effective Agreeableness in regard to them. When fighting this person or
otherwise testing to harm or humiliate them, you gain a bonus draw to tests made to
do so. Cost: 0 points
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EXPERT RIDER
You gain a bonus draw when making Athletics tests to ride a horse. Cost: -2 points
GLADIATOR
You gain a bonus draw when making close combat attacks or using Melee to parry,
though receive a penalty draw when attacking with or defending against ranged
weaponry. Cost: -2 points
LONE WOLF
You gain a bonus draw to attack and defense tests as long as no allies stand adjacent
to you. Cost: -2
MARK OF THE DEFEATED
An arcane sigil carved into the forehead, this mark indicates that you have been
proven unworthy in the eyes of Xaot, the Destroyer, and must prove your worth
before the stigma may be released. You gain a -4 penalty to social interactions with
followers of Xaot. Cost: +2 (If you possess Mark of the Destroyer when you draw
this trait, replace it with Mark of the Defeated.)
MARK OF THE DESTROYER
You were once deemed the victor in a sacred ritual combat held before a shrine to
Xaot. You gain a +4 penalty to social interactions with followers of Xaot and gain a
+1 bonus to all tests made while within sight of his holy shrines and temples. Cost:
-6 (If you possess Mark of the Defeated when you draw this trait, replace it with
Mark of the Destroyer.)
NOBILITY
You are considered to be part of your culture's royalty (or similar upper class) and
gain an advantage draw to social interaction tests with those who would be beneath
your station. Cost: -2
SPEAR HUNTER
You gain a bonus draw when making a Survival test to track an animal and when
making a Throwing test to throw a spear. Cost: -2
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EQUIPPING YOUR CHAMPION
Now that your barbarian hero is generated, you'll need to equip them appropriately.
When doing so, just outfit your hero in the way you see fit. The GM may allow any
equipment from the “Fantasy” selections in the core rules. Some additional items
common to this scenario are also detailed below:
BARBARIAN ARMORY
MELEE WEAPONS

DAMAGE

Cleaver*

Brawn +5

RANGE

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Double-Bladed*
Battleaxe

Brawn +7

/

Cleaving (You gain a +1 bonus to attack tests
when using the Arcing Strike trait.), Penetrating 1

Hunting Spear

Brawn +6

**

**This weapon my be thrown with a range value of
Detect +1, dealing Throwing +6 damage.

Spiked Chain

Brawn +5

/

Cleaving (You gain a +1 bonus to attack tests
when using the Arcing Strike trait.), Gruesome
(When achieving a Spectacular success on an
attack, you may draw an extra card for the critical
chart and choose which to use for the result.)

Awkward (Attacks with this weapon suffer a -2
penalty when made against adjacent opponents.),
Reach 1

Spiked Club*
Brawn +4
/
Bashing, Penetrating 1
*Characters without the Musclebound, Power Lifter, Ripped, or Powerful traits (at least one of these)
suffer a -2 penalty to attack and defense tests made with this weapon.

The more armor a champion wears into the Iron Circus, the less the crowd will
respect them until they have won. For each point of protection (or additional
accessory, such as a horned helmet or manica) that a champion wears, they will
receive a -1 penalty to “Favor of the Maddening Crowd” tests.
ARMOR

PROTECTION

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Horned Helmet*

/

You gain a +1 increase to your Protection value
when using a face card to defend. You receive a -1
penalty to Detect tests. You may use the helmet
when making an unarmed attack test, receiving a -1
penalty to the attack but a +2 bonus to damage (+4
during a charge attack). (Worn on the head.)

Manica*

/

You gain a +1 bonus to Melee tests made to parry
while wearing this armor, though receive a -1
penalty to attacks made with that arm. (Worn on an
arm/shoulder.)

Thunder Beast Hides

2

When testing Aerobics to resist cold temperatures,
you may draw an additional card and choose which
to use, then discard the card (or cards) you don't
use. You receive a -1 penalty to Athletics tests.

* An accessory that may be worn with other armor
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NAMING YOUR CHAMPION
You may feel free to come up with your own name for your champion, but if you
want to use the following table, just draw one card for their name and a second card
for their surname/title.
DRAW

NAME

TITLE

DRAW

NAME

TITLE

2 of Spades

Alok

All-Slayer

8 of Diamonds

Pardox

Pain-Eater

2 of Hearts

Aluna

Battle-Born

8 of Clubs

Quendira

Pain-Giver

2 of Diamonds

Belda

Beast-Slayer

9 of Spades

Rothgnar

Pain-Seeker

2 of Clubs

Brandyr

Blood-Spiller

9 of Hearts

Ryn

Red-Blade

3 of Spades

Cull

Bone-Breaker

9 of Diamonds

Sarcon

Red-Moon

3 of Hearts

Cyndra

Crimson-Axe

9 of Clubs

Stendyr

Red-Sun

3 of Diamonds

Denn

Dark-Stalker

10 of Spades

Syndr

Red-Wrath

3 of Clubs

Eathor

Death-Seeker

10 of Hearts

Tharsaa

Serpents-Eye

4 of Spades

Ellah

Death-Dealer

10 of Diamonds

Thorgrym

Shadow-Blade

4 of Hearts

Fangah

Earth-Shaker

10 of Clubs

Thrain

Shadow-Slayer

4 of Diamonds

Gendar

Fire-Blood

Jack of Spades

Thronn

Silver-Blade

4 of Clubs

Grym

Golden-Blade

Jack of Hearts

Ultar

Silver-Moon

5 of Spades

Hogar

Head-Smasher

Jack of Diamonds

Undrann

Skull-Splitter

5 of Hearts

Illara

Heart-Eater

Jack of Clubs

Urdia

Soul-Culler

5 of Diamonds

Jhagga

Heart-Piercer

Queen of Spades

Vandax

Soul-Taker

5 of Clubs

Jinn

Horn-Breaker

Queen of Hearts

Veth

Storm-Sword

6 of Spades

Khaddak

Iron-Heart

Queen of Diamonds

Volarr

Thorn-Heart

6 of Hearts

Kinn

Iron-Sworn

Queen of Clubs

Vorria

True-Blade

6 of Diamonds

Lamna

Jagged-Blade

King of Spades

Vyx

True-Striker

6 of Clubs

Lothar

Kin-Slayer

King of Hearts

Wildra

Truth-Sayer

7 of Spades

Moga

Lion-Soul

King of Diamonds

Wond

Under-Shadow

7 of Hearts

Nendira

Lords-Bane

King of Clubs

Zandar

War-Caller

7 of Diamonds

Oather

Last-Standing

Ace of Spades

Zola

War-Child

7 of Clubs

Odar

Moon-Blade

Ace of Hearts

Zora

War-Soul

8 of Spades

Orax

Mountain-Song

Ace of Diamonds

Zunn

Wrath-Blade

8 of Hearts

Oraxia

Oath-Breaker

Ace of Clubs

Zyx

Wrath-Born

GOLD
Finally, draw a single card and multiply the value by 10. This is the number of gold
coins that the champion carries on their person. Gold may be spent or otherwise used
in events that will pop up throughout the module.
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PART 1: THE GATHERING HORDE
You arrive at the encampment of the Twelve Tribes just as the sun sets in a crimson
glow behind the peaks of the Godsthrone mountains to the west. The failing light of
the sun is replaced with the brilliance of countless camp fires, burning into the night
sky above a sea of oxen-hide tents. A cacophony of raucous songs and stories fills
the air, and the thoroughfares are bustling with horses and the great stomping
hooves of thunder beasts, their backs bearing howdahs filled with noble warriors. At
the center of the encampment, you can see the tall ruins of the shattered temple to
Xaot, once the pride of the war god and his faithful, towering above all else...
As the champions arrive, they are brought to the tent of the warlord, Iron-Hand...
The tent, larger than the others by a sight, is draped with the skins of predatory
plains beasts, and decorated with the broken weapons of Iron-Hand's many defeated
foes. Sitting on a rough, golden throne forged from plundered riches, Iron-Hand
seems to loom before you, his scarred, muscular frame seeming to twitch in
agitation, though the bat-winged hemet that hides his face does not betray his
demeanor. His right hand, always covered in an ornate gauntlet engraved with
arcane sigils, grips at the arm of the throne. Flanking the massive leader are the
deadly bodyguards and advisers that keep the warlord's council. They watch you
grimly as you stand before their master.
Once all of the champions are standing before Iron-Hand, they will be asked to bring
their tribute (a gift brought to honor the warlord) and to state their worthiness
(making either a Presence or Wordplay test, to which the GM shoul grant a bonus
based on the players' creativity when choosing their tribute) to compete in the Iron
Circus. This ritual is part of the ceremony, and afterward, whoever made the best
showing will be chosen as the “Warlord's Favored,” and will gain a single EXP and
will receive a +1 bonus to their “Favor of the Maddening Crowd” tests during the
event. After meeting before Iron-Hand, the PCs will have a couple of hours to kill
before they attend the Champions' Feast....
EXPLORING THE ENCAMPMENT
The champions may choose to train, rest, or even head to the site of the feast early.
However, if they choose to explore the encampment, draw a card for each PC (or for
groups of PCs, if any of them choose to do so together) for each hour they spend
exploring:
DRAW VALUE

EVENT

2

Dispute

3

Brawl

4

Tent Fire

5

Challenge

6

Brothel
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7

Drinking Contest

8

The Intruder

9

The Priestess

10

Sponsorship

Jack

Assassination Attempt

Queen

The Foreign Noble

King

The Offer

Ace

Rampaging Thunder Beast

Ace of Spades

The Hooded Merchant

DISPUTE
You encounter two warriors arguing over a distribution of plunder. Tempers are
rising and they look like they are about to draw their weapons and settle their
argument with iron...
If the champion chooses to intervene the the argument, the warriors will recognize
them for their accomplishments and ask that the champion serve as arbiter. The
Champion may solve the issue with a little mathematics (Academics, DV 12),
through the use of diplomacy (Wordplay, DV 15), or by intimidating the warriors
into dropping the dispute and saving their blood lust for the coming battles
(Presence, DV 17). However the champion chooses to end the dispute, if no blood is
spilled, they gain 1 EXP point.
BRAWL
You stumble into a fistfight that has broken out between warriors from two rival
tribes...
The champion finds themselves in the center of a brawl. Draw one card for each side
to determine the number of combatants. If one side is greater and the champion
decides to back the underdogs, give them 1 EXP if that side wins.
(Brawlers: Aerobics 5, Athletics 6, Brawn 7, Detect 5, Melee 7, Presence 6)
TENT FIRE
Smoke pours out of a nearby tent as a mother screams for her children...
There are three children trapped inside the burning tent. If the champion decides to
help, they must make an Athletics test (DV 2 cards) each time they enter and leave
the tent or suffer an attack dealing 5 damage counters from the fire. For each child
they rescue, give the champion 1 EXP.
CHALLENGE
A drunken hordesman is loudly boasting that he should be fighting in the Iron Circus
at sunup. When he sees you, recognizing who you are, he challenges you to a duel to
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the death...
If the champion declines the challenge, the onlookers will spread word of their
weakness. If they choose to fight and kill the warrior, they will gain a +1 bonus to
their “Favor of the Maddening Crowd” tests during the event. If they do so without
killing the drunken barbarian (or are otherwise able to avoid bloodshed or dishonor),
give them 1 EXP.
(Drunken Challenger: Aerobics 5, Athletics 6, Brawn 8, Detect 5, Melee 7, Presence
6, possesses the Musclebound and Tough traits and is armed with a sword that deals
7 Damage)
BROTHEL
As you pass the extravagant tent of a western slave trader, you are beckoned inward
to spend your coin and indulge in exotic, carnal delights...
If the champion decides to make use of the brothel, they must spend five gold and
either succeed at a Presence test (DV 16) or draw under their Conscientiousness
(treating Aces as 1s and discarding any face cards) or they will miss the feast and be
otherwise engaged until morning.
DRINKING CONTEST
Hearty laughter erupts from an open circle, as a number of barbarians try to out
drink one another...
If the champion wishes to join in on the festivities, they must make a series of five
Aerobics tests (gaining a +1 bonus to this test for each of the following traits:
Musclebound, Power Lifter, Ripped, Resilient, and Tough), against a DV of 2
combined cards each time. If they fail one of these tests, consult the following chart
with the failure:
FAILURE

EVENT

Moderate Failure

Suffer a single point of non-lethal damage.

Solid Failure

Draw a card and suffer that much non-lethal damage

Spectacular Failure

You pass out and you are robbed of all your belongings.

Overwhelming Failure

You pass out and sleep soundly until morning, waking to find yourself robbed.

If the champion makes it through all of the tests without passing out, they win 100
gold coins, gain 1 EXP, and will gain a +1 bonus to their “Favor of the Maddening
Crowd” tests during the event. If at any point they suffer a number of points of nonlethal damage exceeding their Aerobics value, they will be hung over the following
morning (-1 to all Detect and defense tests). If they start the competition and for
decide to quit partway through, word will get out and they will suffer a -1 penalty to
their “Favor of the Maddening Crowd” tests during the event.
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THE INTRUDER
A man dressed in a filthy, hooded cloak seems to be lurking around the tents where
no one is looking...
The man is a spy sent by Queen Almara of Highvale. They are watching the coming
and going of barbarian troops and getting a head count to report to the Highvale
command. To notice them in the first place, the champion must succeed at a Detect
test opposed by a Larceny test made by the spy. If confronted, the spy will lie and
say they are drunk and looking for their tent (Intuition vs Larceny to suss out the lie).
If the spy's true intentions are discovered and brought to Iron-Hand's attention, give
the champion 2 EXP and they will gain a +1 bonus to their “Favor of the Maddening
Crowd” tests during the event.
(The Spy: Skills: Aerobics 5, Athletics 7, Ballistics 6, Brawn 6, Detect 8, Larceny 8,
Melee 6, Presence 5, Survival 4, Wordplay 7, Traits: Adaptive, Swift, Personality:
O/6, C/8, E/7, A/7, N/6, Equipment: Sword (4 damage), Leather Armor (Protection
1), concealed Hand Crossbow (3 damage, 8 range), 35 gold coins)
THE PRIESTESS
An alluring woman dressed in violet robes approaches you from the crowd ...
The woman is a priestess of Qendeya, rival deity of Xaot. If she can convince the
champion to join her where things are quiet, she will entice them to renounce their
god and fight in the upcoming tournament under the blessing of her goddess. If the
champion accepts this proposal, they will gain a +1 bonus to all tests that will last
until the following sundown. Should they win the tournament while under this
blessing, the shrine to Xaot (which overlooks the arena) will crumble into dust. The
champion will be cast out as a pariah, though will have the promise of serving the
Hidden Courts (an organization faithful to Qendeya, goddess of secrets) in the city of
Illuvia, which lies beyond the mountains to the west. The gathered tribes will
disperse following the ill omen, and the horde will dissolve, as will Iron-Hand's
influence. Should all this occur, the give the champion 5 EXP.
SPONSORSHIP
A blacksmith approaches you with an enticing offer...
A master blacksmith recognizes the champion and offers to pay them 150 gold if
they fight in the event using one of the blacksmith's weapons, declaring the quality
of their wares to the crowd either before or after the fight. If they accept, they must
bring a sword made by the blacksmith to the event and use it in the fight. The sword
is of masterwork quality, and deals Melee +7 damage (instead of the usual +6). If the
champion accepts and follows through with their end of the bargain, give them 1
EXP.
ASSASSINATION ATTEMPT
As you make your way through the crowd, you hear the faint sound of a blade
leaving its sheath as an unseen assailant makes for the kill...
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The champion is being followed by an assassin (Detect vs Larceny to notice them
before they attack). If the assassin is defeated, the champion will find a sizable
bounty in their possession (the payment offered to murder the champion).
(The Assassin: Skills: Aerobics 6, Athletics 8, Brawn 4, Detect 7, Larceny 9, Melee
6, Presence 9, Survival 3, Throwing 7, Traits: Attractive, Backstab, Mute, Sneaky,
Personality: O/9, C/7, E/2, A/1, N/2, Equipment: Dagger (4 damage), 377 gold
coins)
If the champion survives the attack, give them 2 EXP.
THE FOREIGN NOBLE
The crowd clears as six muscular slaves bearing an ornate palanquin, stops in the
center of the thouroughfare...
The champion is invited to meet with a highborn foreigner who is here to support the
barbarian invasion of their enemies in Highvale. The foreign noble has invested a lot
of coin in the barbarians' war, and has been promised dominion over a conquered
city should the horde be victorious. The highborn has heard of the champions
exploits, and feels that they are a perfect candidate to represent their house after the
occupation has begun. If the warrior will publicly pledge themselves to the noble just
before the Iron Circus begins (and win the fight), they will be made High
Commander of the noble's military forces and will be given a small keep and a sum
of 10,000 gold crowns. It will mean, however, that the champion may no longer
serve Iron-Hand, or any of the other warlords, and their destiny will be tied to this
foreign ally, for good or ill.
THE OFFER
A squat merchant with a crooked smile approaches you with a dubious offer...
The champion will be approached with an offer to send an assassin to dispatch one of
the rival champions during the Warriors' Feast (later this evening). Should the
champion accept this proposal, the merchant will ask for 60 gold in return for the
kill. If the champion pays, an assassin will make their attempt during the feast.
(The Assassin: Skills: Aerobics 6, Athletics 8, Brawn 5, Detect 7, Larceny 9, Melee
6, Presence 9, Survival 3, Throwing 7, Traits: Attractive, Backstab, Mute, Sneaky,
Personality: O/9, C/7, E/2, A/1, N/2, Equipment: Dagger (4 damage)
The assassin will attempt to throw their dagger at the mark's back when no one is
looking and sneak off into the shadows afterward (Larceny +2 vs Detect from
everyone around). The dagger's blade is coated in a deadly toxin, and if the mark
suffers even a single damage from the attack, they must succeed at an Aerobics test
(DV 3 combined cards) or die instantly.
RAMPAGING THUNDER BEAST
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Preceded by a shaking of the earth, a furious thunder beast, freed from the bindings
that had tethered it, gallops down the thoroughfare, enraged and confused by the
fires and shrieks of terror...
The champion will be standing in the beast's path when the encounter begins. Begin
a conflict and, if the champion beats the beast's initiative, they may easily move out
of the way.
(Rampaging Thunder Beast: Skills: Aerobics 4, Athletics 3, Brawn 22, Detect 5,
Melee 8, Presence 7, Survival 12, Traits: Fleet 12, Musclebound, Natural Armor 4,
Natural Weapons 4, Tough, Attacks: Hooves/Horns (9 damage), Protection: 7
If the champion stops the beast or rescues any bystanders from its path, give them 2
EXP.
THE HOODED MERCHANT
The smell of strange incense directs your attention to a small tent draped with the
glistening scaled hide of some unknown reptilian beast A lone figure in a hooded
cloak beckons you to enter and browse through their wares...
If the champion agrees to enter the tent, they must immediately make a Presence test
(DV 16). If they fail, they see stars swirling in an alien vortex and they pass out,
waking up at dawn, finding the tent missing. If they succeed, they feel strange
momentarily, but enter to be presented with an eerie, masked woman offering them a
gold-hued scimitar with a pommel in the shape of a horned, cyclopean skull. The
merchant does not follow, and there is only darkness outside the tent. The masked
woman will not speak, only offer the sword and stare on with seemingly empty eyes.
If the champion takes the sword, give them the following weapon:
MELEE WEAPON

DAMAGE

RANGE

SPECIAL EFFECTS

Soulslake
(Demonic Scimitar)

Melee +9

/

Balanced, Penetrating 5, Vampiric (Whenever you
deal damage to a living, biological opponent with
this weapon, you automatically heal an equal
amount of damage.)

If the champion accepts the weapon, draw a single card and permanently reduce both
their Agreeableness and Neuroticism by that amount (minimum of 1), as they
become an agent of darkness. They may choose to resist with a Presence test (DV
16), reducing the personality shift by the differential by which they succeed.
Whatever happens, the tent (and all signs of it) will disappear after the champion
leaves.
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PART 2: THE CHAMPIONS' FEAST
Brought to a gathering of Iron-Hand's commanders, chosen warriors, and foreign
allies, your senses are assaulted with the rich, but temporary, tributes to your honor.
Mead flows freely, while comely servers bring golden platters overspilling with
delicacies. All the while, Iron-Hand sits cross-legged on a squat stone dais, watching
stoically...
The champions will be encouraged to carouse by all present (save for Iron-Hand). A
successful Academics, Domestics, or Intuition test (DV 17) will allow a champion to
know that, if they resist the temptations brought before throughout the feast, they
will gain respect in the eyes of the warlord and further favor when they meet in battle
before Xaot come morning ( they will gain a +1 bonus to their “Favor of the
Maddening Crowd” tests during the event). Grant 2 EXP to any champion that resists
the feast.
After the feast comes to a close, the champions are escorted to individual, heavily
guarded tents where they are to rest for the night.

PART 3: THE IRON CIRCUS
You awaken with the orange light of the rising sun. Taking your weapons in hand,
you are escorted to the Iron Circus, an ancient arena at the center of the ruined
temple to Xaot. A crowd has gathered in the tiered seats surrounding the ring, where
they sit silent and solemn. The ring itself, a low, stone platform girded by a massive
iron ring made from the melted-down iron of defeated competitors, awaits your
entry. Standing over the arena is a tall effigy of the boar-headed war god, Xaot, the
Destroyer, nested on a piles of skulls and held aloft by a strong granite plinth...
The time for the Iron Circus is at hand. After the champions take their places in the
arena (standing as equidistant from one another as possible at the ring's edge), IronHand will call for the ritual sacrifice of a captured enemy general. The general is
brought to the edge of the circle and beheaded with a great axe, his blood let to spill
into the grooves of the iron circle. The champions will wait, their weapons at the
ready, until the blood flows and meets from either side before the base of the idol.
Once this happens, draw for initiative and let the conflict begin.
FAVOR OF THE MADDENING CROWD
As soon as the battle begins, the crowd will erupt into a fervor of roaring cheers and
curses. At the end of each full round, allow each champion to make their choice of an
Athletics, Presence, or Wordplay test (DV 18) to play to the favor of the crowd.
Several points throughout this module grant modifiers to this test, so be sure and
keep track of that prior to the conflict. If a champion wounded another champion
during the round, give them a +1 bonus to this test. If they defeated another
champion, grant a +2 bonus.
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SUCCESS

EFFECT

Minor Success

Discard one card and replace it

Moderate Success

+1 EXP

Solid Success

+1 EXP, draw back up to five cards

Spectacular Success

+2 EXP, discard any number of cards and redraw them

Overwhelming Success

+3 EXP, all opponents take 1 automatic damage

AWARDING THE VICTOR
Once there is only one champion left standing, Iron-Hand will rise from his seat and
present the warrior with the Mantle of Xaot (a brazen, open faced helm in the shape
of a boar's head) and the relic blade, Mancleaver (a massive, cleaver-like great
sword), thus naming them as his chosen to lead the horde to battle. In addition to
gaining the sacred artifacts and the undying respect and loyalty of the people of the
Twelve Tribes, the surviving champion will gain 10 EXP. The fallen champions will
not be seen to, though, their weapons will be collected, melted down and added to
the iron ring. If they somehow survive, they will be branded with the Mark of the
Defeated and will be sent into the plains stripped of their belongings, their hands
bound behind their backs. Such is the mercy of Xaot, the Destroyer.
MELEE WEAPON

DAMAGE

RANGE

Mancleaver
(Great Cleaver)

Brawn +11

/

ARMOR

PROTECTION

Mantle of Xaot

/

SPECIAL EFFECTS
Cleaving (You gain a +1 bonus to attack tests
when using the Arcing Strike trait.), Gruesome
(When achieving a Spectacular success on an
attack, you may draw an extra card for the critical
chart and choose which to use for the result.)
(Requires two hands to wield.)
SPECIAL EFFECTS
You gain a +4 increase to your Protection value
when using a face card to defend. You gain a +1
bonus to Melee and Presence tests while wearing
the Mantle of Xaot. (Worn on the head.)

After the tournament: Once a victor has been named, you could choose to continue
their adventures, having the other players make new characters as the horde invades
the mountain-kingdom to the west.
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